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DK Analytics, Post #20: Are cryptos really alt currencies and investments (?) plus “housekeeping” info 6/30/17
Trade weighted US$: 91.93; US 10-yr: 2.28%; S&P 500: 2,419; Oil: $45.16; Gold: $1,246; Silver: $16.68

Source: https://coinmarketcap.com/

Tulip Mania, revisited?

Introduction and “housekeeping” information:
First, a definition: a crypto currency or a “crypto,” such as Bitcoin, is digital currency in which encryption techniques
regulate the generation of units of currency and verify the transfer of funds independently of a central bank.
On 6/23/17 we uploaded a video on whether cryptos are really alt (alternative) currencies, much less an investment,
especially at today’s “coin” prices/crypto market caps (please see above). We’d like to revisit that video, expand on
it in full post form herewith, and address a housekeeping issue related to our DK Analytics site “reformulation.”
Let us get our housekeeping topic out of the way. Specifically, our Main Street efforts here at DK Analytics will now
also seek Main Street-style commercialization (we’re charging $10 per “full or in-depth post”) of the types of in-depth
posts that typify nearly all of our historical posts. The intro sections of such posts will remain visible together with a
full post purchase option directly below -- what you are seeing. “Slimmer” posts, which we will offer, will remain
free of charge and completely visible on our site. The same goes for our reports, and, most obviously, for our videos.
This is intended for private use only; further distribution only with author approval. The publication is not intended to be investment advice nor should it be considered
as an investment recommendation. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Price and yield are subject to daily change and as of the specified date.
Information provided is solely the opinion of the author at the time of writing. Nothing in the commentary should be construed as a solicitation to buy or sell securities.
Information provided has been prepared from sources deemed to be reliable, but is not a complete summary or statement of all available data necessary for making an
investment decision. Liquid securities can fall in value.

